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Academic Organizations

- AAR Buddhism Section
- AAR Buddhist Critical-Constructive Reflection Group
- AAR Buddhist Philosophy Group
- AAR Yogācāra Studies Group
- AAR Korean Religions Group

Canonical Text and Manuscript Resources: Full Canons

- CBETA Buddhist Texts
- SAT Taishō Database
- Tripitaka Koreana
- Digital Sanskrit Buddhist Canon
- Buddhist Digital Resource Center (Tibetan Canon)

Canonical Text and Manuscript Resources: Specialized Canons

- Digital Comparative Edition of the Shorter Chinese Samyukta Āgama (T.100)
- International Dunhuang Project at the British Library
- Peking Tripiṭaka Online Search

Bibliographical Resources

- INBUDS Article Database
- H-Buddhism Zotero Bibliography
- Digital Catalogue of Chinese Buddhism (1860 - 1949)

Lexicons, Encyclopedias

- Digital Dictionary of Buddhism
- Tibetan and Himalayan Digital Library
- List of Buddhist Terms Found in English Language Dictionaries

General Resources

- Resources for East Asian Language and Thought
- Resources for the Study of Buddhism
- Tools for Buddhist Studies
- International Research Institute for Zen Buddhism (IRIZ)
- Pure Land Buddhism WWW Virtual Library
- Online Index of Chinese Buddhism
Publication Projects

- Bukkyo Dendo Kyokai [America] [Japan]